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New This Season

Jelly Doughnut Making Kit
Homemade jelly doughnuts are some of the tastiest treats you can 
make at home. These yeasted doughnuts are fluffy, filled with your 
choice of jelly, and overflowing with fun.

FSKJLD

NEW!

Margherita Pizza Making Kit
Margherita pizza straight from the oven is about as crowd-pleasing 
as it gets. Make authentic pizza dough and fresh mozzarella with the 
included equipment & ingredients.

FSKPZA

Ravioli Making Kit
Few things taste quite as delicious as handmade ravioli. There’s 
nothing more rewarding than rolling out dough from scratch and 
filling it with homemade ricotta.

FSKRAV

Brooklyn, New York 
(718) 874-0119 Ext. 2

Email us your order:  
wholesale@brooklynbrewshop.com

NEW! NEW!

Lemon Lavender Doughnut Baking Mix
As whimsical as they are delicious, these doughnuts  are citrusy, floral, 
& delectably sweet. Perfect for family fun and  elegant gatherings 
alike.

FSMLLD
IT’S 

BACK!
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Doughnut Collection

Classic Glazed Doughnut Baking Mix
Glazed doughnuts hold the key to our heart. Topped with a classic 
vanilla glaze, these doughnuts are as fun to eat as they are to make.

FSMCGD

Apple Cider Doughnut Making Kit
If you thought the doughnuts at the apple stand were good, you’ve 
never made them from scratch. Warm and fresh out of the oven, 
make this orchard classic at home.

FSMACD

Chocolate Glazed Doughnut Baking Mix
Nothing beats a decadent chocolate glazed doughnut fresh from the 
oven. Paired with a cup of coffee, this homemade treat is one of our 
favorite ways to start the day.

FSMCHD

Doughnut Baking Pan
Easily make your own perfectly shaped & sized doughnuts. Made 
from dishwasher-safe red silicone, this pan is the perfect addition to 
any aspiring baker’s kitchen.

ACDOP

BEST
SELLER!
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Baking Kits

Rainbow Bagel Making Kit
Delight in baking magically colorful rainbow-swirled bagels at home 
and share wondrous joy with every bite. Create your perfect rainbow 
palette with high-quality liquid food coloring designed for vibrant 
baked goods.

FSKBOW

Mixed Dozen Bagel Making Kit
Why choose between one type of bagel and another when you can 
have a variety? This Bagel Making Kit comes with everything needed 
for a mixed dozen of plain, everything, sesame, and poppy seed bagels. 

FSKDOZ

NEW!

Soft Pretzel & Beer Cheese Making Kit
Dunk your soft, savory, salty  pretzels in cool, creamy beer cheese for 
the ultimate at-home brewpub bite.

FSKPBC

Everything Bagel & Cream Cheese Making Kit
Rope, loop & boil your own everything bagels from scratch for a New 
York City classic at home. Top them with a schmear of homemade 
cream cheese for an absolute delight.

FSKBAG

Brooklyn, New York 
(718) 874-0119 Ext. 2

Email us your order:  
wholesale@brooklynbrewshop.com

BEST
SELLER!
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Fermentation Kits

MOST 
POPULAR!

Fermented Hot Sauce Kit
Whether your favorite hot sauce is smoky & red or tart & green, 
fermenting your own at home knocks the high heat edge off your 
chiles and marries their flavors for deeply complex, unique sauces. 
Experiment with different combinations for never-ending flavors.

FSKHOT

Fermented Vegetable Kit
Lacto-fermenting vegetables isn’t just about food preservation! Give 
your veggies new life & flavor in your fermentation jar. It’s easy & 
super healthy. The included airlock keeps good things in & bad things 
out, so you can ferment with confidence.

FSKVEG

Lacto Pickle Kit
The easiest way to make lacto-fermented pickles at home. Your 
favorite kind of pickles- from deli-style full & half-sours to classic dills 
& more- all get their signature crunch & tart pucker not from vinegar, 
but from fermentation.

FSKPIC

Kraut Kit
Easy to make & packed with nourishing probiotics, sauerkraut 
is endlessly customizable & a joy to explore. All the equipment is 
reusable, so you can experiment with different flavor combinations  
or try your hand at kimchis & pickles.

FSKKRT

MOST 
POPULAR!
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Bread & Cheese

Sourdough Bread Making Kit
Bake your own sourdough bread from scratch. This kit brings  
the bakery into your home, including the reusable specialty  
equipment you need to make your own tangy sourdough. The kit 
simplifies the process into a few easy steps designed for flawless 
loaves.

FSKSDO

Goat Cheese Making Kit
Reusable equipment, included cheese salt  
& rennet will get you started on 8  
batches of tangy Chèvre & Feta at home.

FSKGCH

Mexican Fresh Cheese Making Kit
Crumbled, cubed or stretched Mexican 
cheese are as fun to eat as they are to make. 
Makes 8 batches.

Italian Fresh Cheese Making Kit
Make a delicious cheese board from scratch 
with homemade Mozzarella, Mascarpone, 
Ricotta & Burrata. All you need is milk!

MOST 
POPULAR!

FSKMCH FSKFCH
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NEW!

SPRING 2023

Baking Mixes

Poppy Seed Bagel 
Baking Mix
Fresh bagels made from scratch and 
sprinkled with poppy seeds. 

Everything Spice Pretzel 
Baking Mix
Soft pretzels topped in delicious 
“everything” seasoning. 

FSMBAG-POP

Sesame Seed Bagel
Baking Mix
Warm and chewy bagels coated in a 
delightful sesame seed crunch. 

Cinnamon Sugar Pretzel
Baking Mix
A sugary twist to a well-loved classic that 
will satisy your sweet tooth. 

FSMBAG-SES

Everything Bagel  
Baking Mix
Rope, loop, & boil your own bagels from 
scratch. 

Soft Pretzel
Baking Mix
A street-cart classic, made in your very 
own kitchen. 

FSMBAG

Sesame Feed Focaccia 
Baking Mix
Crispy on the outside, chewy on the inside, 
and easy enough to make before dinner. 

FSMFSE

MOST 
POPULAR!

MOST 
POPULAR!

Garlic Herb Focaccia 
Baking Mix
Nothing beats homemade focaccia, especially 
when it’s covered in garlic and herbs. 

FSMFGH

FSMPCSFSMPBC-EVRFSMPBC
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Sparkling Wine 
Filling our flutes with something 
light & extra fizzy marks the 
start of a fantastic evening.

GKBUB

ABV %HOPSCOLOR

11

GKBUB

ABV %HOPSCOLOR

11

Sparkling Rosé
Bubbly & delightfully pink. 
Every sip of sparkling rosé is a 
celebration. Makes five bottles.

GKROS
BEST

SELLER!

Kombucha Making Kit 
Everything you need to make 
batch after batch of delicious 
homemade kombucha.

GKBUB

ABV %HOPSCOLOR

0

GKKOM
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SPRING 2023

Celebrations


